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A B S T R A C T

The ability of data protection authorities (DPAs) to gain and deploy sufficient knowledge

of new technological developments in their regulation of personal-information practices is

an important consideration now and for the future. However, DPAs’ capacity to keep abreast

of these developments has been questionable, and improvements in this are a matter of

concern, especially given DPAs’ task requirements under the European Union’s (EU) General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This article reports the findings of a recent survey of EU

DPAs that explore the problems they have in comprehending new technologies and how

they are dealing with them.
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1. Introduction

In the field of information privacy, the overwhelming focus of
scholarship for several decades has been on the legal and –
increasingly – the technological dimensions of data protec-
tion; far less attention has been devoted to understanding the
work of regulatory organisations, of which data protection au-
thorities (DPAs) are the most prominent. Nevertheless, the
efficacy of legal regimes for protecting personal data relies
heavily on the way DPAs perform their tasks, and arguably more
than on the letter of the law as seen in statutes and in the con-
noisseurship of legal scholars. Countries are frequently criticised
for only passing laws to protect privacy without also creating
implementation machinery that gives the law force through
the institutional machinery by means of which compliance,
good practice, and other requisites can be encouraged or re-
quired; the US is the most prominent case-in-point. Privacy law
‘on the ground’ rather than ‘on the books’, in the terms used
by Bamberger and Mulligan (2015) in their study of corporate
privacy behaviour, involves not only the work of chief privacy

officers (CPOs) but of DPAs, with whom those non-state actors
frequently engage in relationships that may only be struc-
tured vaguely by what the laws say ‘on the books’. DPAs play
a major role in arbitrating the degree of information privacy
that we enjoy as a fundamental right. Their institutional ar-
rangements, provenance, independence, and performance are
crucial to that enjoyment, but are less frequently, less system-
atically, and less comparatively investigated than many of the
other components of data protection regimes.

DPAs are multi-taskers. Describing them as ‘supervisory au-
thorities’, as is done in the European Union’s (EU) General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) (2016), or as ‘regulatory authori-
ties’, only hints vaguely at one element of the range of activities
that they are legally required to do and – less formally – that
they are expected to do in the eyes of politicians, the public,
and the mass media. Flaherty’s (1998, p. 175) inventory of DPAs’
includes ‘oversight, auditing, monitoring, evaluation, expert
knowledge, mediation, dispute resolution, and the balancing
of competing interests’. With greater simplification, Jóri (2015)
draws attention to two functions: ‘shaping’ (privacy advo-
cacy) and ‘applying’ (mediating or enforcing). Referencing
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decisions of the European Court of Justice, Schütz (2012) high-
lights the independence of DPAs and its importance for
regulatory functions. Bieker (2017) also mentions this, but
focuses upon some forthcoming changes wrought by the GDPR
and describes enforcement, complaints-handling, and co-
operation across DPAs. The wide-ranging and deep discussion
of DPAs by Hijmans (2016, pp. 347–412) considers them as ‘expert
bodies’, but only mentions in passing the relationship between
technical knowledge and that expertise. He also points out the
way in which the multiple roles of DPAs may involve them in
conflicts and compromise their core, compliance-related task,
although it is that multiplicity that has made them strong actors
in the protection of information privacy.

The survey conducted by the Estonian DPA about the de-
tailed competence and activities of European DPAs distinguishes
the following categories: General competence (in the area of per-
sonal data protection and in freedom of information matters);
educational and consultative activities (answering questions,
adoption of guidance texts, approval of self-regulatory acts, train-
ing sessions and other public events, media work, including social
media); supervision and enforcement activities (mediation, com-
parative survey, notice without investigation, preventive audit,
registration, authorisations regarding data transfer to 3rd coun-
tries, prior checking, investigation and resolving of infringements,
resolutions); policy advising, and additional activities.1 Article
57(1) of the GDPR lists twenty-two ‘tasks’ that Member States’
supervisory authorities are required to carry out, ending with
the omnibus task 57(1)(v), ‘fulfil any other tasks related to the
protection of personal data’.This extraordinary range demands
activity to be conducted under some twenty-six specified powers
(investigative, corrective, authorisation and advisory) con-
ferred under Article 58. Under the GDPR, there are new role
requirements or role expectations, a new impetus towards co-
operation and institutionalised or informal interaction, but
layered on top of the older inventory of roles. The complete
‘package’ will no doubt require new skills, new resources, and
new uncertainties as DPAs face a future in which the possibil-
ity of regulation, and thus of protecting people’s data and rights,
is challenged by new patterns of data processing and new uses
for personal data.

Bennett and Raab’s (2006, pp. 133–143) pastiche categorisa-
tion of what DPAs do outlines seven major tasks,or roles, in which
these authorities are engaged as they implement law and oversee
practice: ombudsman,auditor,consultant,educator, policy adviser,
negotiator, and enforcer. This disaggregation of the institution
of a DPA was not intended to be a definitive and universally found
catalogue of activities performed by DPAs, much less to imply
that all DPAs’ performances were necessarily similar. However,
it served as an analytical instrument for investigating what DPAs
do and how they do it. Some DPAs might emphasise enforce-
ment; others might concentrate on educating the public (‘data
subjects’) and companies or other organisations (‘data control-
lers’). Some are more closely involved than others with advising
on policy and legislation, or with negotiating such instruments
as codes of practice. Thus the styles and strategies of DPAs in
their regulatory roles are not uniform across the landscape of
European or global data protection.

What is uniform, however, is their need to understand the
data protection and information privacy implications of glob-
ally used information and communication technologies (ICTs),
large-scale analysis of personal data by a variety of interests,
and emerging technologies such as emotion-detection and pre-
dictive data analytics. Nearly thirty years ago, before the dawn
of the modern Internet and, since then, the further dramatic
advances in ICTs and their exploitation by states and private
companies, Flaherty noted that DPAs ‘monitor and evaluate new
technological developments in data processing and telecom-
munications. Each agency has specialists in various types of
information systems and data flows who can speak intelli-
gently about data protection and security with the operators
of government information systems’ (Flaherty, 1989, p. 383).
In 1983, Simitis (1983, p. 177) similarly wrote that these au-
thorities ‘have the necessary knowledge enabling them to analyse
the structure of public and private agencies and to trace step
by step their information procedures.They can therefore detect
deficiencies and propose adequate remedies’.2 Perhaps that
was true of the relatively few DPAs at that time in the larger
countries of the EU,3 but is it still the case today, when the tech-
nological explosion, the proliferating demands placed upon DPAs,
and the growth in their numbers across the EU at national and
sub-national levels cast some doubt on their ability to deploy
such knowledge in their activities ‘on the ground’?

Based on the EU-funded PHAEDRA II project, Barnard-Wills
(2017) examines this issue in the context of exploring the pos-
sibility of an institutionalised ‘technology watch’ or foresight
capability across EU DPAs, building upon existing but frag-
mented activity, and referring both to the new co-operation
requirements mandated by the GDPR. Semi-structured inter-
views with DPAs conducted in PHAEDRA II, as well as
documentary analysis, showed the variable extent of ICT-
related understanding and activity amongst DPAs and elicited
explanations for these levels. The separate investigation re-
ported in the present article aims to provide further and
somewhat complementary statistical information on the current
picture and on the reasons underlying the patterns revealed
by DPAs’ answers to a questionnaire-based survey of their at-
titudes and practices.

2. The survey and its methodology

This article attempts to cast light on this subject by reporting
the findings of an empirical survey of all EU DPAs that was con-
ducted in late 2015 and early 2016. The survey was organised
to coincide with a public panel discussion on DPAs’ under-
standing of ICT that was chaired and moderated by the authors
in the Computers, Privacy and Data Protection (CPDP)

1 http://www.aki.ee/en/inspectorate/typology-dpa-s

2 Quoted in Flaherty (1989): 383, note 33.
3 Research conducted in the 1990s by one of the authors sug-

gests that the UK’s Office of the Data Protection Registrar, the
precursor of the Information Commissioner’s Office that oper-
ated under the 1984 Data Protection Act and was headed by a
computer scientist, nevertheless had only a limited and intermit-
tent in-house capability to keep abreast of ICT development and
use in the organisations it regulated.
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